On relating the generalized equivalent uniform dose formalism to the linear-quadratic model.
Two main approaches are commonly used in the literature for computing the equivalent uniform dose (EUD) in radiotherapy. The first approach is based on the cell-survival curve as defined in the linear-quadratic model. The second approach assumes that EUD can be computed as the generalized mean of the dose distribution with an appropriate fitting parameter. We have analyzed the connection between these two formalisms by deriving explicit formulas for the EUD which are applicable to normal distributions. From these formulas we have established an explicit connection between the two formalisms. We found that the EUD parameter has strong dependence on the parameters that characterize the distribution, namely the mean dose and the standard deviation around the mean. By computing the corresponding parameters for clinical dose distributions, which in general do not follow the normal distribution, we have shown that our results are also applicable to actual dose distributions. Our analysis suggests that caution should be used in using generalized EUD approach for reporting and analyzing dose distributions.